
A cloud native, browser based, SaaS product.
Vimond IO has been built with a modern software
architecture using the latest microservice design
principles providing: high availability, 24/7
monitoring and continuous development.

Vimond IO provides customers with access to a
lightning fast video editor. Offering a streamlined
and professional grade Source/Timeline view to
construct stories ranging from complex sequences
enriched with graphics, audio, and images to
simple clips from files or live streams suitable for
Social Media and digital platforms.

With the fastest rendering service on the market,
Vimond IO ensures your content makes the first
impression and engages your audience.

Vimond IO NLE: Non-Linear Evolution
Vimond IO is a unique value proposition that
combines media workflows that traditionally
require significant investment, in one streamlined
and cost effective solution.

REMI: Browser based with Remote Integration
workflows in mind, work from any location
Live Inputs: Live content can be used directly
in the editing tool, with no limits on input
capacity
Cloud Native: Not “virtualised”, with high cost
& capacity limitations. IO is built for the cloud
Networked Storage: A high performance
Storage Attached Network as part of its
infrastructure
Collaboration: Share projects, work
simultaneously, shared content instantly from
live and file uploads
Multi-platform: Use the same tool to produce
content for social media, online or linear

Vimond IO is a next generation non-linear editing
and publishing platform, built from the ground up
to meet the modern “content everywhere”
demands of post production.  
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The software is accessed with a web browser, available to anyone with an account and a computer
with a 5 Mbps internet connection. Unlike traditional editors, Vimond IO requires no on premise
hardware or software. It is built to allow users to create one story, and publish in multiple formats to
many destinations.

The toolset provides the ability to quickly clip, edit, and publish content using a professional and highly
responsive UI. When publishing, you can transcode to a wide range of bitrates and aspect ratios
simultaneously and publish your desired output to social media platforms or back to your own MAM or
CMS with one click publishing.

Output multiple versions of published video with different bitrates and/or aspect
ratios
Integrated and self-provisioned support for publishing to AWS S3, YouTube,
Twitter, and Facebook.  Users can also download video and publish anywhere.

Publish

Easy integration with your infrastructure
Vimond IO functions more as a platform than a single instance software application, with tools built to
a quality that media outlets are reliant on. The tool is flexible with an open architecture design which
enables integration with other applications and services. This enables you to adopt additional cloud
platform services to suit your specific needs

Ingest video and audio from live streams and file-based footage
Supports multiple media formats

Ingest

Collaborative Editing
A familiar source, sequence, and timeline layout from both live and archived
footage
Upload still images and re-frame for multiple aspect ratios
Closed-caption search and metadata management capabilities
Add music, effects and record voiceovers directly to the timeline
Import Adobe After Effects graphics templates

Edit

Want to learn more?
play@vimond.com


